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 Contents Plot Characters The game has the cast of Dead to Rights: Retribution. There are two playable characters, the male lead police officer Jack, and his partner Victoria, who is the female lead. Unlike the other Dead to Rights games, the two characters in this game are not known to the player at the beginning of the game. At the start of the game, Jack is a police detective for the Grant City police
department. Victoria is a police officer of the same department as Jack, who first met Jack when they were both rookies. Jack works with Victoria to find the arch criminals who have been escaping justice. The two allies are the central characters of the game. Story In the opening scene, we meet Jack and Victoria, who are on a mission to arrest the arch criminals who have been escaping justice. In the
course of the mission, the two need to cross a bridge guarded by several heavily armed thugs, who have also been watching the two closely. They manage to cross the bridge, with the help of a truck delivering construction materials. The truck is then stolen by one of the thugs, who takes Jack and Victoria hostage. They are then taken to the territory of one of the arch criminals, and forced to work for

him, to steal weapons and drugs from various other people. Victoria and Jack manage to escape, with the help of their car, and with the help of the delivery truck, which Jack has used to cross the bridge. After this, they cross the bridge, where they meet the police officers (Jack's superior officers), who tell them about the arch criminals who have been escaping justice and causing chaos in the city, in a
story about the arch criminals: Arnold Ray, and his right-hand man Kat, who, despite being jailed, and having been imprisoned for 10 years, escaped prison, and is now using the arch criminals to kill the police officers. After listening to the story, Jack and Victoria realise that they have been used. Arnold Ray and Kat have already escaped justice, and will be targeting the two officers now. They decide

to warn the two officers, and chase after them. Once they arrive at a construction site, Jack and Victoria find a bomb that Arnold Ray planted on the bridge. They are then told to leave the site, as it has been covered in explosives. They then search the site, where they are told that Kat is also hiding. Jack and Victoria chase after Kat, and capture him. In the ensuing fight, 82157476af
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